Given a homogeneous, complete Boolean algebra B, it is shown that d(B) < min(2<wd(5), sup{/(5):/l < wd(B)}) in ZFC, where d(B) is the density, wd(5) is the weak density, and c(B) is the cellularity of B . A corollary to this result is that d(B) = wd(5) in ZFC + GCH .
Introduction and preliminaries
Throughout this paper, 77 , or more properly (B,+,-,-,0, 1), denotes a homogeneous, complete Boolean algebra and \X\ denotes the cardinality of a set X. A subset X of 77 is dense if and only if Va £ 77\{0}, 3 nonzero x £ X such that x < a. A subset X of 77 is weakly dense if and only if Va £ 77\{0} , 3 nonzero x £ X such that x < a or x < -a . The density of 77 is defined by d(77) = min{|X|: X is dense}. The weak density of B is defined by wd(77) = min{|X|:A' is weakly dense}. Clearly, wd(77) < d(B). Recently, there has been interest in determining a bound for d(77) in terms of wd(77). M. Burke has shown wd(77) = d(77) for measure algebras [2] . Recall that X is an antichain means X c 77\{0} and consists of pairwise disjoint elements and the cellularity of 77, c(B) = sup{\A\: A is an antichain} [4] . W. Just has shown that wd(77) = d(77) in ZFC + GCH for ccc. algebras (i.e., algebras for which c(77) is countable) [3] . We will establish that d(77) < min(2<wd(Ä), sup{Ac(S):A < wd(77)}) in ZFC. It immediately follows from this inequality that wd(5) = d(77) in ZFC + GCH.
Concerning notation and terminology, X will always indicate a subset of 77 , X+ = X\{0}, X\a = {x • a\x £ X}, and a and b are disjoint means a ^ b and a • b = 0. X is said to be homogeneously weakly dense if and only if for each a in B+ , X\a is weakly dense in 77|a. The homogeneous weak density of 77, hwd(77) = min{|X|:Z is homogeneously weakly dense}. X is nowhere relatively dense if and only if for each a in B+ , X\a is not dense in B\a . The concentration of X at a is defined by con(.Y, a) = {x £ X: x • a ^ 0} . The subalgebra generated by X is denoted by sA (X). For a function /: G -> 77, fi"(G) = {f(g):g £ G}. Throughout, we use standard set-theoretic notation, e.g., co denotes the set of nonnegative integers. 
Homogeneous weak density
If a subset is nowhere relatively dense, is it "sparse" enough to exclude the condition of being weakly dense? In other words, if a subset X is weakly dense does there necessarily exist a in B+ such that X\a is dense in B\a1 The answer is "no." If one considers collapsing algebras there may be constructed a weakly dense set which is at the same time nowhere relatively dense [1] .
In this section, we answer a similar question concerning the notion of homogeneously weakly dense. The condition of being homogeneously weakly dense is strictly stronger than that of being weakly dense. For example, let a e 77\{1, 0}. Note that 77|a is weakly dense in 77 but not homogeneously weakly dense in 77 . However, the following theorem does hold. Theorem 2.1. Let X be weakly dense. There exists c £ B+ such that X\c is homogeneously weakly dense in B\c. Consequently, hwd(77) = wd(77). Proof. We assume X\c is not homogeneously weakly dense in 77|c for all c £ B+ . Then there is a dense set of a £ B+ such that X\a is not weakly dense in B\a . Hence there is a maximal antichain of such a . Now for each a £ A write a = a0 + ax where a0 ■ ax =0 and con(.Y, a0) = con(X, a, ). Then ¿^,a€A ao and J2a€A a, both meet every member of X, contradicting the weak density of X. The fact that hwd(77) = wd(77) follows from the homogeneity of 77 . D
Main result
Throughout this section, let X = (xr)t<K be a homogeneously weakly dense set with \X\ = wd(77) = k . For each p < k , Y denotes (xT)z< . W is a bounded subset of X means 3p < k such that W c Y . Set E = {LW: W is a bounded subset of X} and D = sA'(E), the subalgebra generated by E. Observe that if W is a subset of X, it has a subset of size at most c(B) with the same supremum. Hence, \D\ < min(2<wd(5), snp{Xcl'BAX < wd(77)}).
Theorem 3.1. There exists a e B+ suchthat D\a is dense in B\a. Consequently, d(B) < min(2<wd(ß), sup{Xc{B): X < wd(77)}).
Proof. By way of contradiction, we will assume D is nowhere relatively dense. Based on this assumption, we prove two lemmas. Suppose 3p £ con(^T, c) such that s\ip(f'(con(A,p))) < k . Then 3a < k such that p-t = p-ta . We have p-q-a = p-q-t+p-q-a-(-t) < p-q-ta+p-q-a-(-u) < p-q-ta + s . Thus, setting w = p-q-aA~ta), we have w £ D\a and 0 < w < s.
This contradicts the fact that con(D, s) c con(D, a -s).
To show (ii) we need to show con(7 , "LA) C con(F , c). Suppose xn £ con(F , 1A). Then 3a > p > n such that xn • (ta -J2x<a tr) ^ 0 which implies xn £ Tn, i.e., xn • c ^ 0. Thus, xn £ con( Y , c).
Let P consist of all triples (c, A, f) such that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. (For convenience, h £P may be expressed as h = (nx(h), n2(h), n3(h)). We have shown that P is nonempty. Partial order P by (c, A, f) <* (c,, Ax, fx) if and only if c < c, , and Mt£ A, 3tx £ Ax such that / < /, and f(t) = fx(tx).
If Q is a chain in (P, <*), set cM = ^2qeQnx(q). Va < k , set ha = {Z/~'(a):/ = n3(q) for some q £ Q] . (Take ha = 0 if the preceding set is empty.) Setting AM = (ha)a<K, we have A+M is an antichain. Define the function fiM: A+M -> k by fM(ha) = a . Clearly, (cM, A+M, fM) is a bound for ß.
Let (c, A, f) be a maximal element of P. We will show that (iii) is satisfied. If this were not so, then 0 ^ a, = a -(c + 1A). Choose nonzero cx < ax , an antichain Ax in 77|(a, -cx) , and a function fi:Ax -» a: such that (i) Vp e con(Z,c,), sup(/^"(con(^,,p))) = k and (ii) con( Y^c,) = con(Yp,lAx). Then (c, A, f) <* (c + cx, A U A{, f U fx). This contradicts maximality and completes the proof of the lemma. D Lemma 3.3. There exists an antichain (cn)n<m such that [con(X, cn)]n<co is nondecreasing.
Proof of the lemma. For each c £ B+ we define the property o(c) as follows: o(c) : There exist an antichain A in B\(-c) and a function f:A^>K such that for each x in con(X, c), sup(/"(con(^4, x)) = k .
Applying Lemma 3.2 to the element 1, we know that there exists c0 e 77+ such that o(c0) holds. For each n, 0 < n < to, we will choose cn £ B+ such that the following conditions called <p(n) hold: . Observe that r" (con(Kz , xx)) = f"(con(Kz , xx)) c f'(con(A, xx)). Since xx £ con(A", sz ), we have sup(/"(con(vá, xx))) > sup(r" (con(Kz , xx))) = k .
We have shown condition (3) of cp(n) is satisfied. This completes the proof of the lemma. □
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, let (cn)n<w be as in Lemma 3.3.
Then con(X, ¿Z"<0)c2") = con(X, E"<wc2«+i) ■ But' this contradicts the fact that X is homogeneously weakly dense. Our assumption that D is nowhere relatively dense is wrong. Proof. For all infinite cardinals k , k = 2<K in ZFC + GCH. D
